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Gary Shapiro
NOTES ON THE ANIMAL KINGDOM
OF THE SPIRIT
Were I still capable of taking seriously that naive conception of
the unity of the "ego" that's presupposed by the concept of insult,
I suppose I'd be insulted by your apology for not, as you put it,
"being able to compensate me for my contribution." I would be,
that is, if it mattered to me in the slightest that- as I've heard
recently~you promised to pay Bob Alter something in the ball
park of $500 for his contribution. That Alter should get five C's
(which I should think he hardly needs) while I get zip is one of
those Hegelian ironies of history that to me are so profoundly
meaningless that the very propositions in which I attempt to formulate them seem nonsensical.
Gerald Graff
in Tri Quarterly (Spring 1978)
Amongst all the celebrated Germans none possessed more esprit
than Hegel. but he also had that peculiar German dread of it
which brought about his peculiar and defective style. For the
nature of this style resembles a kernel, which is wrapped up so
many times in an outer covering that it can scarcely peep
through, now and then glancing forth bashfully and inquisitively,
like "young women peeping through their veils." to use the words
of that old woman-hater, Aeschylus. This kernel, however, is a
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The choice of a title is both a symptom and a statement of
hermeneutic decisions which have more far-reaching consequences in
terms of how one understands paragraphs, chapters, indeed the
whole work. Baillie's pedagogic incursions into and additions to the
text show how he situates his work _in relation to Hegel's. Although he
usually is at great pains to tell us that it is now the Middle Ages, or
Antigone, or Aristophanes which is the subject of Hegel's analysis (in
notes that might be taken for Hegel's own), he has played down the
colorful hints of this title; perhaps the chapter raises painful questions about the mediating role of translators who might very well be
among those rushing to a work started by another "like flies to fresh
milk." And it is just the incursive translator for whom the question of
whether it is "my work" or "my work" (to use Lowenberg's helpful
phrases) ought to loom largest. The modest translator simply lets the
emphasis fall on "my work." But if we were to suggest some of the
force and relevance of Hegel's title we might try "The Spiritual
Jungle and the Lie or Where It's Really At," so updating Royce's
"The Intellectual Animals and Their Humbug, or the Service of the
Cause." "Spiritual Zoo" (Findlay) is not right; first because it's simply
not a standard meaning of Tierreich and 'second because a zoo is a
place where animals are exhibited and displayed rather than being
free to engage in animal activity. (If Hegel had meant zoo, he would
have said Tiergarten, which suggests placidity even more than does
our word). The "jungle" is well-established colloquial English for a
place in which humans behave like animals. To describe an academic
department as a zoo would suggest a collection of relatively tame
specimens from a wide array of species; to call it a jungle would em·
phasize both the similarities of the members and their activity.
3. Yet the most straightforward translation of Tierreich would be
"animal kingdom," conceived as one of the three kingdoms of nature:
mineral, plant, and animal. To speak of a geistige Tierreich, then,
turns out to be a deliberate crossing of Hegelian categories, since
Logik, Natur and Geist are the three great Hegelian realms. "Kingdom" or "realm" would then be better than "jungle" to suggest the
play of categories. It would also allow the possible reference to Kant's
Reich der Zwecke. The geistige Tierreich is clearly not a Reich der
Zwecke because its members do not obey universalizable rules; yet it
contains something of a parody of that realm. As in the Reich der
Zwecke each member of the geistige Tierreich thinks of him or herself as autonomous and as working in a structure which supports the
autonomous activity of other agents like him or herself. That the intellectual activity which seems to bring us asymptotically close to the
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(in the sense of a finished product). As a self-conscious person I can't
help but realize that the finished work is not me; it is determinate
and closed while I see new possibilities in it and beyond it. And anyone else who should come along will see it as even more of an alien
reality than I do. So finished works are vanishing moments, ephem-'
eral fulfillments at best. If I thought to realize myself in such a work,
I can be thrown into a profound self-doubt, for I see that I've not
only misunderstood the character of work but must have had a faulty
conception of myself to have expected completion and reconciliation
from writing that paper or producing that devastating legal argument. If work is still to offer fulfillment I must find a way of overcoming the vanishing character of the particular work, and I find
this in the principle of work itself, die Sache selbst. Where it's really
at is not in the work-object but in the work-activity. My particular
work may be a vanishing moment but scientific research, the. advance
of art, scholarship, the profession, or the discipline-these can all be
conceived as embracing and worthwhile ends to which I can devote
my activities. But now the cause cannot be mine alone; the good of
the profession, for example, can't be Uust) my work. So just as selfconsciousness destroyed the illusory stability of the work-object, the
dialectic of recognition, already encountered between master and
slave, will guarantee the impossibility of any simple identification of
myself with die Sache selbst.
A social aspect has been implicit in das geistige Tierreich all
along, for as an intellectual animal with a sense of my own identity, I
had to be capable of at least acknowledging the possibility of others
who would be formally if not materially similar to me. Since I now
see that I will never realize myself in a single determinate work-or
in any number or sequence of such works- I will want to be recognized by others (or at least by my own reflective self) as genuinely
committed to the cause. So I think of myself as ehrlich, honest (or
"integral," in Miller's translation) to the extent that I really do concern myself seriously with the cause. The problem now will be to
maintain any substantial sense of this honesty or integrity in the face
of the infinite malleability and dissolution of my work. For I have set
the game up so well that everything counts as serious devotion to die
Sache selbst. We have already seen that given the primacy of the
larger goal, such as the state of the art or the health of the profession, every individual piece of work appears with the seeds of its own
destruction built into it. Each painting or article or book is simply
one of its kind and so demands to be answered, modified, criticized,
parodied, or refuted. "It has incited the others to do this, and in the
vanishing of its reality, still finds satisfaction, just like naughty boys
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becomes for self-consciousness its own truth and presence; it is certain
of experiencing only itself therein" (M 232). The world appears to
reflect back the image of the individual consciousness. But in observation it finds at the end only its own dead skull, while in the search
for individual pleasure, adventure, or virtue it finally confronts the
way of the world- the objective order of society.
In das geistige Tierreich it finds a more lively version of itself,
but one whose predatory character is hardly flattering. Its own other
turns out to be nothing but all those who are alert to take up any.
task, to pounce on their rival, to deceive and be deceived for the sake
of an elusive satisfaction. Where the theoretical mode of reason leads
to death in the form of the skull and the practical mode leads to the
metaphorical death of the fixed way of the world, the attempt to
combine theory and practice through spiritually significant work
leads to the constant threat of death so familiar from the struggle for
recognition. If it is not actual death that is now at stake but the annihilation of one's work and individuality by all the orhers who are
seeking whatever I am seeking, the situation is al1 the more hellish.
For the life-and-death struggle terminates in death or the relatively
settled condition of master and slave; but for Hegel (who did not
believe in evolution within the animal kingdom), the spiritual
animals may prey upon one another indefinitely.
Perhaps this is the place to gloss once more the irony of Hegel's
title. Originally those who toil in the animal kingdom of the spirit
are called animalistic for a fairly straightforward reason. Like animals they simply accept their given proclivities and environment and
seek their own survival. In doing so they are of course untrue to their
spiritual nature, which should give them a greater awareness of
themselves and of others. So the self-consciousness that has been suppressed tends to make their struggles both more constant, deceptive
and cruel than the occasional, but quick and clean, combats of the
genuine animal kingdom. What was implicit animality in the original
terms of the whole attitude thus becomes explicit animality~al
though only in that metaphorical sense in which, when we say that a
man is an animal, we mean that he is far worse than one.
6. Yet why should we follow Kojeve in identifying (more or less) the
agent of das geistige Tierreich with the man of letters? Let us postpone for just a bit the vexed question of whether the whole Phenomenology is basically a disguised historical commentary. Adorno has
suggested that intellectuals are tempted by an error of perspective to
think the worst of their own kind: "The circumstance that intellectuals mostly have to do with intellectuals, should not deceive them
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something like a historical reading of the Phenomenology has been
established. Of course Hegel will say, later, that "philosophy is its
own time comprehended in thought" and will describe the Phenomenology as a unique early work with a special relation to the time
when it was written. Yet to identify the various attitudes of consciousness with particular historical developments would rob the work of
both philosophical necessity and relevance to the present. In fact,
Hegel, in exhibiting the spirit's passage to self-knowledge, is tracing
one necessary path that has actually been taken. Despite the fact that
the path has already been traversed by the race in general, there is
reason to suppose that a good many individuals may never succeed in
retracing it themselves and simply get stuck in one of the many waystations which Hegel had charted in 1806.

B. Those who do not learn from the past may be destined to repeat
it, but even those who do learn from the past may be condemned to
repetition if history does come to an end. If Hegel is right and if a
major phase of our history did reach a conclusion of sorts in 1806 or
1831, then the alternatives seem to be either a radically new beginning or some sort of a repetition of what we have already been
through. Yet since historical awareness has become a common possession of intellectuals, the absent-mindedness involved in honestly proceeding as if this is not so or does not matter is reminiscent of the
false absent-mindedness of Hegel's "honest" consciousness.
Bei~g intellectuals and professionals, where else should we
begin in considering what the end of history would mean than in seeing whether or not we have managed to work our way through the
many impasses Hegel described to some new attitude toward our
work? The force of Hegel's analysis, the Socratic element in the system (to which Kierkegaard is unfortunately so blind), is his biting
analysis of our day-to-day activity, our desires and our fears. Although the Phenomenology was conceived as a vehicle of self-education to the level of philosophy for the cultured class of a whole
generation, one of the indications of the fragmentation of cultural
life (sometimes anticipated by Hegel) is the dissolution of a general
audience for philosophical writing. Yet despite the dissolution of such
an audience we are still here to consider Hegel's analysis.
9. Surely there is much in Hegel's account that cuts close to the
bone of contemporary intellectual life. There is the cult of productivity, for example, in which it is not enough to have completed a
body of work, but a demand that each scholar or artist be producing
something now. The work, billed at first as one's raison d'€tTe, quickly
proves to be ephemeral; the only way of escaping from the bad
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working for it. In fact, the free market model 'which is often proposed
for the life of the artist and intellectual is close to the framework
described in the geistige Tierreich. It's often been pointed out that
the last of the classical entrepreneurs are to be found among artists
and intellectuals who have succeeded in staking out a new stylistic
nuance or a novel area of scholarship. Of course the presence of the
successful entrepreneur is a symptom that many more are unsuccessful and that the structure which breeds such success must involve
envy and deception. Since the prevailing tendency-despite corporate
and socialist drift in the rest of society- is to propose something like
the laissez-faire structure of civil society for the realm of the spirit, it
can be seen how intellectual life could be capable of a systematic
regression and self-degradation from the Hegelian perspective.
11. Hegel is of course not alone in his awareness of the dangers.
The whole Hegelian school has a tendency to speak a bit more candidly than do philosophers of some different persuasions about the
prevalence of market-like conditions in the spiritual world. The
brilliant if somewhat heavy sarcasm of the opening pages of the German Ideology is in this vein:
When the last spark of [Hegelianism's] life had failed, the various components of this

caput mortuum began to decompose, entered on new combinations and formed new
substances. The industrialists of philosophy, who till then had lived on the exploitation
of the absolute spirit, now seized upon the new combinations. Each with all possible
zeal set about retailing his apportioned share. This naturally gave rise to competition,
which, to start with, was carried on in moderately staid bourgeois fashion. Later when
the German market was glutted, and the commodity in spite of all efforts found no
response in the world·market, the business was spoiled in the usual German manner by
fake and shoddy production, deterioration in quality, adulteration of the raw
materials, falsification of labels, fake purchases, bill-jobbing and a credit-system
devoid of any real basis.

Now Marx, who was fond of the geistige Tierreich chapter (letter to
Engels, June 18, 1862) has in this passage, written with Engels, a
quite different purpose than Hegel, even if they do employ similar
metaphors. Given the primacy of material conditions for Marx, one
expects to find intellectual life reproducing the social relations of
production, whereas Hegel sees the competition of the phase as transitional; for Hegel, bourgeois society can continue to exist while intellectual life escapes from the constraints of civil society.
This miraculous escape from the terrors of civil society through
philosophy (and via religion) is just where Luk3.cs sees the argument
of the Phenomenology going wrong. What neither Hegel nor Marx
envisioned was the continuation of bourgeois relations within the
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intellectual or moral achievement. There's no doubt that this pragmatist
would be appalled by the suggestion that the intellectual community
could operate on the basis of a widespread moral and cognitive relativism. Without faith in the truth the scientific community is on the
verge of falling back into the animal kingdom.
13. There are some interesting points of contact between Hegel's account of das gei.stige Tierreich and Nietzsche's analysis of scientific
praxis. Both are attempts to describe concretely what the life of
science amounts to and to disclose the instinctive or egoistic drives
which alternately give force to or undermine the impersonal scientific
ideal. In The Genealogy of Morals Nietzsche attempts to turn science
on itself by proposing to analyze the true heritage of the scientific
way of life. It is an Oedipal inquiry which begins with the recognition that "We are unknown to ourselves, we men of knowledge," and
proceeds to argue that the values implicit in scientific work are subtle
and refined forms of the ascetic ideal that is generated by the weak,
through ressentiment, in response to the powerful. The scientist takes
over the form of this ascetic ideal by accepting the necessity of subordinating his individuality to the goal of truth. Like Peirce's scientist,
he has faith not in his own results but in the process of science itself
and its presumed asymptotic approach to the truth. He must be willing to sacrifice pleasure and honor in order to add just a bit- even in
the form of a refuted hypothesis- to the accumulating edifice of the
scientific enterprise. At this point, however, Nietzsche's analysis
becomes a bit fuzzy. The ascetic ideals which he had interpreted
earlier were all said to stem from ressentiment toward fairly identifiable others: slave morality is directed against the masters and Christian morality against all that which is healthy and well turned out.
Now there are hints in Nietzsche's account that suggest it could be
either the strong and healthy man in general or the adventurous artist, in particular, unconstrained by the tyranny of the facts, who is
the object of the scientist's ressentiment.
Hegel's phenomenology of scientific praxis is more radical and
perspicuous at this point. The envy which is at work in science (keeping the broad sense of Wissenschaft in mind) is a mutual envy among
the members of what Nietzsche would call the scientific herd. Here,
of course, there is a suggestive distinction to be made between the
two animal metaphors: the herd, with at least an internal peacefulness, and the mutual voracity in das geistige Tz'erreich. Hegel, with
his analysis of the generality of the struggle for recognition, would be
able to see the possibility of intellectual envy being minimized or suppressed by being directed toward some outside group-philistines,
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and sacred of human activities he is suggesting a transvaluation of
our standards of judging ourselves and others and of the divisions
which we draw between the public and the private. The private and
sacred is that which is beyond evaluation and comparison. The original alienation of labor in this perspective is not its control or use for
the sake of another but its entry into the circle of mutual observation
that constitutes civil society. The use of religious language is of
course an indication that the moral change desired is not one which
is intelligible from a Hegelian or Marxist perspective; like the more
recent calls to do your own thing, it is not likely to be effective in a
world in which the dialectics of recognition seem destined to cover
more and more areas of life. The anarchist ideal is in fact a reversion
to the attitudes which Hegel takes up just before the geistige Tierreich in the Phenomenology in which "the law of the heart" or the
faith in one's own virtue are destined to run up against "the way of
the world."
15. It may seem as if envy is a topic for literature and psychology
rather than for philosophy. This is indicated by Aristotle who treats
envy not in his Ethics but in the more literary context of his Rhetoric.
(There Aristotle makes a useful distinction between emulation and
envy. The former is the desire to be honored as others are for their
value or accomplishments while the latter is the desire for a recognition which will exclude others. Since Aristotle's Rhetoric is based
upon what it seems plausible to say within the polis, the distinction
may be weakened considerably when it is recalled that both forms of
the desire for glory occur within a social structure which depends on
the recognition of the master by the slave. Hegel's account is arguably more inclusive because it takes this context into account.) But
the easy relegation of problems to non-philosophical fields may itself
be a refusal of the kind of self-knowledge that Hegel's analysis invites.
It may in fact be true, as Rene Girard says in Mensonge romantique
et ver£te romanesque, that the most penetrating accounts of envy and
even a close structural analysis of the same are to be found in the
novels of Stendhal, Dostoyevsky, and Proust. A critic might turn this
against Hegel by suggesting that it simply shows once more his
tendency to tell stories, to write an idealized Bildungsroman of world
history, rather than to provide solid conceptual analysis. Now, while
Hegel is in many respects what Schelling called a "narrative philosopher," it is just the ability of this philosophical narrative to include
such uncomfortable facts that makes it a model of philosophical
achievement. Dismissing such narrative philosophy excludes any
pht'losophical analysis of the kinds of questions which Hegel raises

